About Concrete
Patio/Paving Blocks
The concept of tight fitted paving
set on a flexible granular base is
as old as the roads of the Roman

Empire. The modern version
concrete pavement originated in
the Netherlands in the late
1940’s as a replacement to stone
brick streets. This technology
quickly spread to Germany and

Western Europe as a practical
and attractive method for pedestrian and vehicular pavement..

Installation Is Simple

Patio/Paving
Block

First, excavate and compact the area.
Backfill and level with dense grade
aggregate to six inches of compacted
base.
Next, place a bedding course of
washed concrete sand to a uniform
depth of one to one and a half inches
screened to the grade and profile required.
Install pavers with edges approximately one eighth of an inch, cutting the
pavers with an approved cutter where
required to fit neatly. Then tamp pavers with a plate compactor to a uniform level true to grade and free of
movement.
Finish by fill-

6 Pattern Styles Available



Crazy Paving



Herringbone



Cobblestone



Cobblestone Quad

Concrete Paving Blocks can be
used for a variety of applications
including patios, pool decks, hot



tub surroundings, entry areas,

Edging



Slate/Yorkstone



Keyhole

sidewalks, terraces, and garden
paths.
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Why Concrete
Paving Blocks?

moisture absorption and will withstand
expansive soil conditions due to moisture without the risk of cracking.
5. Less Maintenance: Concr ete block
paving’s strength and durability eliminates costly patching and resurfacing.

1. Increased Aesthetics & Curb
Appeal: Because concr ete paving
blocks are available in a variety of
patterns, an endless number of beautiful designs can be created, which
simply cannot be achieved with
asphalt.
2. Speed of Construction: The
installation of concrete paving
blocks requires neither the specialized equipment nor the intensive
skilled labor of asphalt. Block
paving does not require favorable
weather and temperature for successful installation, avoiding costly
construction delays.
3. More Strength, More Life:
Concrete paving blocks are stronger
and more durable than conventional
paving materials, which leads to
many more years of service than
asphalt paving.
4. Weather Resistant: Concr ete
block paving has less than 5%

in either oil or water base. Concrete
stains can be easily applied to pavers
to match your color décor.

SIX PATTERN STYLES AVAILABLE

6. Easily Reusable: Unlike asphalt,
paving blocks can be removed for
access to underground utilities and
reinstalled after repairs are completed.
7. Cooler in Summer: Concr ete block
paving remains cooler than asphalt in
summer making it the ideal choice for
parks, patios, around swimming pools
and pedestrian areas.

Crazy Paving

Cobblestone

Cobblestone Quad

Herringbone

8. Easier to Install: Concr ete paver s
are easy to install, they do not require
cement or mortar and are simply set on
a sand bed.
9. Major Cost Savings: The initially
higher cost concrete block paving is recouped many times over through longer
product life, reduced maintenance,
repair, sealing, and stripping costs,
making concrete block paving an
economical choice for your next
paving job.
10. Easy to Color: Concr ete Paver s can
be stained to your color choice with application of concrete stains. Concrete
stains come in a wide variety of colors

Slate /Yorkstone

Keyhole

